GOVERNMENT OF RAJASTHAN
REVENUE (GROUP VI) DEPARTMENT

M/s. 6/Rev. 6/36 Pt/18
Jaipur, dated: 13.5.2005

NOTIFICATION

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 261 of
the Rajasthan Land Revenue Act, 1956 (Rajasthan Act No. 15 of 1956)
read with sections 101 and 102 of the said Act and the proviso
to section 24 of the Rajasthan Tenancy Act, 1955 (Rajasthan Act
3 of 1955) and all other powers enabling it in this behalf, the
State Government hereby makes the following rules further to
amend the Rajasthan Land Revenue (Permanent Allotment of Evacuee
Agricultural Lands) Rules, 1963; namely:

1. Short title and commencement.-(1) These rules may be called
the Rajasthan Land Revenue (Permanent Allotment of Evacuee
(2) They shall come into force from the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.

2. Amendment of rule 5 A.- In rule 5 A of the Rajasthan Land
Revenue (Permanent Allotment of Evacuee Agricultural Land
Rules, 1963 hereinafter referred to as the said rules:
(i) in sub rule (1) the existing expression "application
from the allottee within a month from the date of receipt
of application. The transferee or purported transferee in this
behalf may subject to the provision of section 42 of
Rajasthan Tenancy Act, 1955 (Act No. 3 of 1955) in
consultation with advisory Committee, "shall be substi-
by the expression "the application from both the allot-
and the transferee within a month from the date of recei-
of the application and subject to the provision of
section 42 of the Rajasthan Tenancy Act, 1955 (Act No.
3 of 1955), may"
(ii) in sub rule (2), the existing word "of" appearing
after the expression "shall" and before the expression
"receipt of application" shall be substituted by the
expression "on".
(iii) in proviso to sub rule (2), the existing word "price" shall be substituted by the expression regularisation fee.

(iv) in sub rule (3), the existing word "area" appearing after the expression 'market price of the' and before the expression 'and on payment' shall be substituted by the expression "land."

2. Amendment of rule 6. In rule 6 of the said rule, (i) in clause (6), the existing word "that" appearing after the expression 'involving lands more' and before the expression '15 bigha' shall all be substituted by the word 'than'.

(ii) in clause (7), the existing word "of" appearing after the expression "secured through fraud" and before the expression "misrepresentation" shall be substituted by the expression "or".

(iii) in proviso, to clause 7, the existing word "rejudice" shall be substituted by the expression "prejudice."

By Order of the Governor,

(R.S. Meena)
Deputy Secretary to the Government.

Copy forwarded to following for information & necessary action:

1. P.S. to C.M./C.S. 2. S.A. to R.M.
5. All Collectors, Rajasthan 6. Registrar, BPR, Ajmer.
8. Director Public Relations Jaipur.
10. Director RTI, Ajmer 11. 'RAVINDRA' BCR, Ajmer.
12. Dy. Registrar (P&A) BCR, Ajmer.
13. Director Information Technology (Computers), Jaipur.
14. All Deputy Secretaries of Revenue.
15. Guard files.

Deputy Secretary to Government.